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ABSTRACT
Data integrity is pivotal to the usefulness of any storage sys-
tem. It ensures that the data stored is free from any mod-
ification throughout its existence on the storage medium.
Hash functions such as cyclic redundancy checks or check-
sums are frequently used to detect data corruption during its
transmission to permanent storage or its stay there. With-
out these checks, such data errors usually go undetected
and unreported to the system and hence are not communi-
cated to the application. They are referred as “silent data
corruption.” When an application reads corrupted or mal-
formed data, it leads to incorrect results or a failed system.
Storage arrays in leadership computing facilities comprise
several thousands of drives, thus increasing the likelihood
of such failures. These environments mandate a file system
capable of detecting data corruption. Parallel file systems
have traditionally ignored providing integrity checks because
of the high computational cost, particularly in dealing with
unaligned data request from scientific applications. In this
paper, we assess the cost of providing data integrity on a
parallel file system. We present an approach that provides
this capability with as low as 5% overhead for writes and
22% overhead for reads for aligned requests and some addi-
tional cost for unaligned requests.
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1. INTRODUCTION
File systems use disk drives to provide a persistent medium

for applications to store data. These disk drives are com-
plex electro-mechanical systems with several moving parts,
making them unreliable in terms of availability and integrity
of the data. They could suffer from potential data loss or
complete drive failure. They are controlled by sophisticated
firmware and software to communicate with other compo-
nents of the system. These codes could carry bugs and cause
data corruption. Given the uncertainties present with stor-
ing data on the disk, they are thus referred as “untrusted
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disk” [1]. But despite such limitations, disk drives are the
most common form of storage medium, primarily because of
their ability to provide good I/O performance at a very low
price. Their price advantage motivated the design of redun-
dant arrays of inexpensive disks (RAID) [2], where several
cheap drives are put together to provide data redundancy
and high bandwidth. However, increasing the number of
drives also increases the chances of failures. Most of the re-
liability measures taken by RAID focus on protecting data
from complete disk failures. Mechanisms such as parity or
mirroring can help with restoring data in cases of such fail-
ures but don’t, by themselves, guarantee the integrity of the
data. The reason is that RAID does not have a notion of
what is “correct” data from the user’s point of view. Disk
drives suffer from another type of failure—data corruption.
Data corruption refers to unintended modification of data
during its transmission, storage, or retrieval. These changes
go undetected or unreported to the storage system. They
result in incorrect data being flushed to the drive or sent
to the application, depending on the flow of data operation.
These kind of errors could occur for several reasons. Misdi-
rected writes, torn writes, data path corruption, and bit-rot
are some of the ways in which data corruption can occur,
resulting in incorrect data being stored on the block. Even
if the data was stored correctly, a bug in the firmware code
could cause incorrect data to be read from the disk resulting
in an error. Since these kinds of data corruption are silent
and are not communicated to the system, they are referred
as“silent data corruption.” Detecting such alteration of data
requires integrity checks that provide users guarantees that
the same analysis of the same data leads to the same results.

Hash functions such as cyclic redundancy checks (CRCs)
or checksums are frequently used for testing the integrity of
the data. In high-performance computing (HPC) environ-
ments, providing an integrity check becomes a particularly
hard problem. File systems connected to supercomputers
such as IBM’s Blue Gene/P comprise large arrays of stor-
age units typically consisting of thousands of drives, thus
increasing the probability of such failures. HPC workloads
are also a complex mix of concurrent, unaligned accesses of
varying sizes, making the design requirements unpredictable.
Further, any changes on these machines must be done with
minimal impact on performance because the scientific ap-
plications running on them are very sensitive to system’s
throughput.

A recent study of over 1.5 million disk drives in the NetApp
database at different sites over 32 months showed that more
than 8.5% of all nearline disks and around 1.9% of all en-
terprise class disks suffered from silent data corruption [3].



The same study also found that 13% of these nearline disk
errors and nearly 38% of enterprise disk errors went unde-
tected by background verification processes. Further analy-
sis of the same dataset showed that over 400,000 checksum
mismatches had occurred during the 41 months of observa-
tion [4]. Another large-scale study of disk drives showed that
faulty codes in storage system’s protocol stack accounted for
5–10% of all failures [5]. Apart from these, an in-house study
at European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN)
also concluded that low-level data corruption exists [6]. They
ran a simple program to write a 2GB file on 3,000 nodes ev-
ery 2 hours for 5 weeks. During this period, they hit 500
errors on 100 nodes, 10% of which were sector-sized or page-
sized corrupt data and 80% were 64K regions of corrupted
data. Such a high rate of faults clearly indicates that data
corruption is not limited to just consumer-based disks but
is also present in enterprise-grade disk drives. In HPC envi-
ronments, these errors could result in significant loss of both
data and computation time. Any faults in these petascale
storage systems serving critical scientific applications is in-
tolerable. Hence, we need a better understanding of how to
perform data integrity checking in parallel file systems.

In this paper, we study the cost of providing integrity
checks in a parallel file system and present results by imple-
menting our ideas on the open source Parallel Virtual File
System (PVFS). This paper is organized as follows. We dis-
cuss data integrity in more detail in Section 2. In Section 3,
we provide a brief overview of PVFS. Section 4 lays out
our design and implementation in PVFS, and Section 5 pro-
vides some experimental results. We end with a discussion
of related work and our conclusions.

2. DATA INTEGRITY
Several methods are available for detecting data modifi-

cation or silent corruption. Data integrity guarantees the
users that once their data is stored, it is persistent and per-
petually available in the same condition as it was when sub-
mitted. A variety of checksum algorithms are available for
detecting data corruption. These algorithms convert strings
of different lengths of data to short, fixed-size results. Since
they are designed to avoid collisions, finding two strings with
the same hash result is almost impossible. CRCs, Adler32,
and Fletcher’s checksum are examples of noncryptographic
hash algorithms for detecting unintentional modification of
data. Other examples of hash algorithms capable of detect-
ing intentional modification include secure hash algorithms
(SHA0, SHA1, SHA2) and message digest algorithm (MD5).
They use cryptographic hash functions that are usually com-
plex and computationally expensive. Such algorithms are
typically used to encrypt data or to provide digital signa-
tures for files that are transferred over hostile networks. This
study concentrates on identifying unnoticed unintentional
data corruption which occurs primarily because of hardware
faults present in the storage medium or bugs in the software
controlling them. In our work, we use the CRC algorithm
for evaluating data integrity because of its easier implemen-
tation.

Several corruption detection mechanisms exist for han-
dling disk-related errors within the hardware itself. For ex-
ample, most nearline disks provide a 64-byte data integrity
segment after every block of 4KB for storing checksums [4].
Hard drives also set aside extra space for storing error correc-
tion code (ECC) for each sector that can be used to detect
and correct misreads or corrupted data. However, studies
have shown that not all of these errors are always detected

by the system [3–5]. CRCs and checksums provide check
codes that help uncover such errors. These data verification
codes are calculated inline with a write request and written
to disk for validation at a later time. For every change to
the data, its verification code is also updated accordingly.
During a read operation, the hash code is regenerated for
the data read from the disk and verified with the code saved
during write. If they match then the data is complete and
verified; otherwise, a read error is sent to the application.

3. THE PARALLEL VIRTUAL FILE SYS-
TEM

The Parallel Virtual File System (PVFS) is an open source
implementation of a parallel file system for high-performance
computing applications [7]. It consists of a set of servers
providing metadata and data services. It is based on the
idea of separating metadata from the data, thus keeping
storage management functionalities away from the real data
access. PVFS achieves high throughput by striping data
across many storage nodes. It provides separate API ab-
stractions for network and storage modules that simplify
infrastructure-specific implementations. The buffered met-
hod interface (BMI) provides a network-independent inter-
face, while Trove provides a persistence layer for manipulat-
ing metadata and data streams. PVFS saves a file’s data in
a directory tree and metadata in a Berkeley DB database,
both saved on a local file system. Each node that is part of
a file’s stripe has a portion of the file saved on a local file
system as a bstream. Typically, a file is striped across all
available I/O servers, and the only available mechanism for
fault tolerance other than providing RAID on local file sys-
tem is by attaching storage to multiple servers with fail-over
enabled. This approach, however, provides tolerance only to
the failure of local file system or a complete node; it has no
provision for detecting and correcting data errors. Berke-
ley DB allows checksum verification of pages read from the
underlying file system enabled through a flag, thus protect-
ing PVFS’s metadata from corruption. However, the data
bstream, which is written to the disk in a local file, depends
on the underlying storage system to provide data integrity
checks. Lack of such support from the base file system will
cause the applications using PVFS to be unaware of any
corruption that might occur as a result of a faulty read or
write operation at the device level.

In this paper, we study the cost of providing integrity
checks that might occur on faulty storage hardware in con-
text of a parallel file system. Similar bit-flip errors could
occur on faulty network cards or interconnects. Detection
of such faults during network transmission would be better
handled at PVFS’s BMI abstraction layer, a study of which
is beyond the scope of this paper.

4. DESIGN
Adding checksum capability to a parallel file system brings

its own challenges. With data spread across several servers,
constantly updating CRCs and verifying reads with the lat-
est CRC values becomes a challenge. Further, all of these
tasks must be done with minimum impact on performance
of the parallel file system. File systems such as Btrfs [8] pro-
vide both data and metadata integrity checks and could be
used as the underlying file system for PVFS. However, Btrfs
is currently under heavy development and not yet ready to
be deployed with PVFS. Such a setup also ties PVFS with
other file systems and limits its portability. On the other



hand, providing CRC checks within PVFS allows taking ad-
vantage of user space caching on servers. It also gives PVFS
the flexibility of setting its own CRC’s buffer size. This
design can also be extended to handle verification only for
critical files, without affecting performance for others. Us-
ing MPI hints or POSIX extended attributes, applications
could provide PVFS information as to which files require
validation.

The hash code for each file can be stored either on an MDS
along with the file’s metadata or on a storage node along
with the file’s data. Storing the CRC on the MDS allows us
to use the client’s usually higher processing power compared
to storage nodes for calculation of the hash code. Storing the
CRC on the MDS also gives us a single point of contact for
all data integrity checks. However, this also means that the
CRCs will have to be updated atomically with every change
of data. In large environments with multiple clients, doing
frequent updates creates a single node bottleneck. Although
the checksums are small in size even for a very large file and
can be easily cached in the client’s memory, in a multiple-
client environment with multiple writers of the same file it
is necessary to always have the latest copy of the CRC code,
making the metadata server a major bottleneck.

Alternatively, placing the hash code on storage nodes along
with the data allows us to take advantage of distributing
the CRC computation across several nodes. It also allows
us to take advantage of the node’s local cache by placing the
CRCs in memory after writes and avoiding CRC reads for
subsequent read requests. The I/O overhead of providing
integrity checks will thus be visible to the user only dur-
ing writes. Any following reads will require only obtaining
the CRC from the local memory and validating the data.
For these reasons, in our work, we chose to place the check
codes on storage nodes. We modified the DBPF Trove im-
plementation in PVFS (version 2.8.1) to create a cksum file
for every bstream file that is saved on the storage server to
store the CRC codes. CRCs are calculated for every fixed
chunk size of a bstream file, also referred to as CRC buffer
size. The size of this chunk can be changed during the con-
figuration of PVFS. All CRC codes for the data file are
saved sequentially in the same order in the cksum file as
shown in Figure 1.

In our implementation, we used multiple threads to achieve
maximum performance for calculating the CRC code. Dur-
ing reads, we use the threads to read-ahead the cksum block
if it is not already available in memory. This process is
done in 4KB block sizes even if only one CRC code is re-
quired. The remaining codes are stored in PVFS’s CRC
cache instead of being discarded. They remain in the cache
until a CRC watermark, another configurable parameter, is
reached, after which it is discarded based on a simple LRU
algorithm. Once the read is complete, the thread simply
checks for correctness of the data using the hash code. For
writes, we use the threads to calculate the CRC code in par-
allel to the write operation. The CRC is updated on disk
after the write is complete but before the handle is returned
to the client. Any failure between results in a failed write
and an error is reported to the application.

Variations in request size and offset create a huge chal-
lenge in handling I/O on servers. Nodes can receive requests
that may or may not be aligned to the CRC chunk offsets.
The offset of the request plays an important role in how ex-
pensive the CRC computation will be. The reason for the
variation in computation of the hash code for each each of
them is explained in detail below.

Disk
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PVFS

BMI Flows Trove

Client

PVFS

BMI Flows

Chunk 1 Chunk 2 Chunk 3
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. . .
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Interconnection Network Storage
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Figure 1: CRCs are stored in a cksum file in the same

order of data chunks appearing in the bstream file.

4.1 Aligned requests
Since the CRCs are always calculated for the complete

CRC buffer length, having request offsets aligned to the
buffer offsets translates into doing a single I/O of full CRC
buffer length on bstream and a single I/O on cksum. Re-
quests on a cksum file will not be necessary if the hash code
is already available in the node’s cache. Data read from
the disk can be verified with the hash code read from ck-
sum, while data written will have its corresponding CRC
updated on disk and also preserved in cache.

4.2 Unaligned requests
Because of an offset to the CRC data buffer, unaligned

requests need to be handled in a special way. In order to
check the integrity of the data during reads, the complete
CRC buffer has to be read from disk and verified, although
only a part of it is returned to the client. Unaligned writes
require a more complex operation. The partial blocks of
the request will have to be read and verified before being
updated with new data. The CRC will then have to be
calculated for the updated block and flushed to the disk. If
we do not verify the blocks with partial offsets and simply
overwrite them, we may fail to detect any corruption that
might already exist in the region with old data. This could
place an extra overhead on calculating CRCs. The idea of
appending the CRC code for updated data to the end of the
CRC file is used by the Google file system [9], but it requires
keeping track of each updated region and cleaning the CRC
file for inactive chunks during the server’s idle time.

5. RESULTS
We ran our experiments on a Linux cluster with 8 PVFS

I/O nodes serving both as storage servers and as metadata
servers. Each node has two dual-core AMD Opteron 2.8GHz
processors with 4GB RAM. Each PVFS server was config-
ured to use an XFS file system on RAID5 with four 80GB
disks for local storage. We set the CRC buffer size to 64KB.
To test the performance of our system, we used the IOR
benchmark developed at LLNL to measure the aggregate
I/O throughput [10]. IOR is a benchmarking tool for paral-
lel file systems that allows I/O through a variety of interfaces
including POSIX and MPI-IO. The tests were run for single
client and multiple client scenarios doing I/O on a 8GB file
using the MPI-IO library. The results shown here are an
average of 10 runs with the errorbars indicating the maxi-
mum and minimum measurements for each setup. The CRC
cache was available in all cases.

We tested the performance of our implementation in two
different scenarios and compared it with results from the
production release of PVFS. Figure 2(a) shows the write
throughput for a single client writing to an 8GB file without
data sync for different transfer sizes. We observed that for
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Figure 2: IOR aggregate I/O bandwidth with 8GB file using MPI-IO.

aligned requests, with an overhead of 36% for 4KB transfer
sizes and an overhead of 40% for 4MB transfer sizes, we were
able to provide integrity checks on the data stored. Contrary
to our assumption of higher overhead for unaligned requests,
we observed only a little extra overhead of about 6% over
aligned requests for 4MB transfer sizes.

Figures 2(b) and 2(c) show the read and write bandwidth
for 8 clients with the data synchronization turned off and
I/O being done asynchronously. We observed a read over-
head of 22% for 4KB transfer sizes and a 30% overhead for
4MB transfer sizes. For writes, the overhead varied between
24% for 4KB transfer sizes to 5% for 4MB transfer sizes.
Most of this overhead was due to the computation time of
the CRCs. We observed that for reads, the threads would
almost always complete the read-ahead of CRCs before the
data was read from the bstream and for writes, the threads
would wait for CRC calculation. Having a separate file for
storing CRC codes thus had little to almost no impact on
performance. In our experiments, reads took a larger hit
compared to writes because for reads we compute the CRC
after the data is read, while for writes we do the computa-
tion in parallel. For unaligned write requests, we observed a
larger overhead of 57% for 4KB transfer sizes and 52% for
4MB transfer sizes. This overhead is because of reading the
old data with partial requests from the disk and calculating
the CRC to verify the existing data before updating it with
the new data. This overhead was not visible in the case of
a single client because fewer requests were being handled by

the I/O nodes.
Figure 2(d) shows the performance when I/O on bstream

was done synchronously by 8 clients. Writes followed almost
the same pattern as in the case of requests without sync.
Aligned write overhead varied from 5% for 4KB transfer
sizes to 12% for 4MB transfer sizes. Although writes for
aligned requests gave throughput almost as good as the de-
fault PVFS, unaligned requests took a large hit. Again, this
difference is caused by the read-verify-write steps required
for unaligned write requests. For unaligned writes, the over-
head changed from 9% for 4KB to 73% for 4MB transfer
sizes. For reads (results not shown here), we observed very
little variation in the throughput between aligned and un-
aligned requests. In our experiments, we observed an over-
head of 43% for aligned requests of 4MB transfer sizes and
45% for unaligned requests of 4MB transfer sizes.

6. RELATED WORK
Significant work has been done on identifying data cor-

ruption in large-scale storage environments [3–5], each of
them concluding that silent data corruption is a real prob-
lem. Gopalan et al. in their paper [11] provided a detailed
survey of different integrity assurance mechanisms that are
in use today to tackle the problem. However, little work has
been done on studying the real cost of providing checks to
verify integrity of the data, particularly in the context of a
parallel file system. Single-node journaling file systems such
as Ext4, JFS and ReiserFS provide user-level tools such as



fsck to check file system consistencies. These tools are pro-
vided to ensure proper system startup after unclean shut-
down, by keeping the file system’s metadata consistent, but
they do not perform data integrity checks. ZFS [12] and
Btrfs [8] are examples of file systems that provide both data
and metadata verification by using checksums. The IRON
file system is a prototype file system that provides in-disk
checksumming [13] to verify the integrity of the data. This
work demonstrates that checksums can be applied to local
file system without a large overhead; however, the work is
limited to direct attached storage.

Most distributed file systems provide integrity checks only
for transmitted data. Lustre [14], for example, has pro-
visions for checksum verification for all blocks transmitted
over the network. Any corrupt data detected by that mech-
anism can be requested again from the sender. However, it
fails to provide integrity checks once the data is stored on
the disk. Ceph [15] provides integrity checks by using Btrfs
as its backend file system. GPFS [16], PFS [17], PanFS [18]
and GFS [9] are other popular distributed file systems that
provide integrity checks, but only as an option during mount
for persistent checks. None of these file systems provide
any insight into how expensive checksum computations are,
mostly for commercial reasons. Moreoever, most of these
file systems provide integrity checks only as a mount option
although all studies stress the need for having such a feature
available by default.

7. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we gave an overview of the cost of providing

data integrity in a parallel file system. We showed that
integrity errors exist and can lead to unexpected results
with data loss if not identified immediately. We provided
a prototype implementation for integrity checks in PVFS
and demonstrated that, with an overhead of around 5% for
writes and 22% for reads, we can ensure that the data is free
from any errors.

New emerging technologies such as flash translation layers
(FTLs) that allow arrays of NAND flashes to be addressed
in logical sectors are finding their way into the HPC do-
main because of their ability to do random data access at
several order of magnitude faster than traditional drives.
Despite having wear-leveling algorithms and efficient bad-
blocks management, however, they are not free from data
errors. Flash-based storage has a limited number of write
cycles before it wears out and stops storing correct data.
This situation emphasizes the need for having a mechanism
for data integrity checks for them in place. Our work also
shows that the biggest issue of providing such verification
checks lies with the cost of computing check codes and not in
storing them on disks. We plan to modify the way we calcu-
late the CRCs by establishing a read/write request pipeline,
thus using each individual component of the system more
efficiently. We are also studying ways in which we could
make use of highly parallel general-purpose Graphical Pro-
cessing Units (GPGPUs) to compute integrity checks. These
devices suffer from memory transfer overheads. However, re-
cent studies have shown that using a pipelined architecture
to keep the GPU buffers busy, several magnitudes of perfor-
mance improvement could be achieved [19].
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